The Fernweh-Mobil
Offroad travel cabin for pickups
®

TravellerDays.de at Stöffel-Park, Westerwald

Become a part of our steadily growing Fernweh-Mobil® family.
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The Fernweh-Mobil®
Benno Cramer
The offroad travel cabin for all types of pickups Seite
Pickup travel cabins are the perfect solution for individual, simpel and independent travel.
The prime benefits of our Fernweh-Mobiles are obvious.

Good reasons for the Fernweh-Mobil ...
®

...bright and spacious interior
...even with the sleeping area pulled out and the roof closed, all furnishing components can
be fully accessed
...there is room for the whole family
...off-road mobility guaranteed through compact outer dimensions
...light-weight construction
...extremely robust GFRP shell
...no need for a second car
...fast and easy saddle up and unsaddling by
using a lifting car
...suitable for nearly all types of pickups
...use of a trailer possible
...regionally based production
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Südnorwegen

You can configure your own personal Fernweh-Mobil® based on the individual expansion
stages. Customer satisfaction is very important for us. Therefore we accompany you from
planning to handover. Experience with us the creation of your Fernweh-Mobil®.
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Basic cabin

In order to meet our customers desire for individuality, various configuration options are
possible. The basic model, our basic cabin,
already includes the most important components fully assembled by us and is ready to travel with little effort. These components are
presented in more detail on the following pages.
It creates space for your own design
options or a subsequent expansion. By adding
additional accessories a complete solution
that is perfectly tailored to your needs can be
created.

Fernweh-Mobil®

Item-No. 1050000 basis cabin Fernweh-Mobil®
consisting of:
Item-No. 1050001 Fernweh-Mobil® cabin
Item-No. 1050010 flap door, divided in two
Item-No. 1050011 roof tent
Item-No. 1050012 flipper windows, 2 pieces
Item-No. 1050015 insulation of the cabin
Item-No. 1050016 bed alcove (slatted frame)
Item-No. 1050017 furniture made from GFRP
with flaps, table
Item-No. 1050418 exterior lighting kit
assembly included

Lofoten, Norwegen

Extensively tried and tested on travel, found to be absolute perfect.
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Item-No. 1050001 empty cabin Fernweh-Mobil®

- incl. mounting set:
- 4 pieces ring nuts out of stainless steel
- 4 pieces Wantenspanner bracket/ bracket
out of stainless steel
- 8 pieces shackles
- 4 pieces anchor chains (customise on
size)
- 4 pieces round slings

97 cm

Alle Angaben sind Circa-Maße.

126 cm

188 cm

117 cm
125 cm

187 cm
350 cm

106 cm

297 cm

155 cm

30cm

bestehend aus:
- high quality, weather resistant, glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP)
- the GFRP - frame is extremly robust
- colour: white
- inner surface ist sealed
- raisable roof with two gas - springs
- aluminium - supporting frame for the roof
- dimensions closed roof
approx. L 350 x W 188 x H 168 cm
- dimensions opened roof
approx. L 350 x W 188 x H 230 cm
- weight: approx. 190-210 kg

168 cm

The compact dimensions of the pickup camper
have been chosen so that it can be used
for all types of pickups. To us the production of
our cabins in the local Sauerland is of
great importance. Long-term quality is guaranteed through the use of high-quality materials.
The sloping walls allow for a large usable area
and create a very generous spaciousness.
Another advantage is the low weight of the
cabin.

Fernweh-Mobil®

50cm

Empty cabin

Sauerland

Whatever your day might bring, the Fernweh-Mobil® is the ideal companion on all of your
ventures.
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Flap door / roof tent

The split door can be opened upwards and
downwards. High quality hinges are used for the
flap door. The upper half of the door is held up
with two gas pressure springs and locked
with a drive rod lock. The lower half of the door
is equipped with a loop handle drive bolt and
can be held open with holding ropes. A sturdy
aluminum step is attached for safe exit. The
opening dimension of the door is approx.
730mm. A fixed window can be built into the
upper door (see Item-No. 1050013)

Item-No. 1050010 flap door, devided into two Item-No. 1050011 roof tent for raisable roof

consisting of:
flap door opening upwards (without window)
- with 2 gas sprins incl. espagnolette lock
- BKS profile cylinder with 3 keys
- door opener set
- hinges
- assembly included
flap door opening downwards
- with holding ropes
- stair out of aluminium
- loop handle bolt
- hinge
- assembly included

consisting of:
- high quality, tear- resistant and water repellent
canvas (100 % polyester) for the pop-up roof
- one side coated with acrylate und impregnated
- colour: sisal
- 2 mosquito nets on the side (100 % polyester)
- 2 triangle windows each with 2 zippers
- dimensions of triangle windows each approx.
L 160 x H 50 cm
- 6 inserting aids for the canvas
- assembly included
The triangle windows on the left und right side
permit an ideal air ventilation.

@oziantravel

West-Alpen

Obstacles are there to be overcome. The Fernweh-Mobil® will take you to any destination.
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Flipper windows / skylight / fixed windows

Item-No. 1050012 flipper windows
consisting of:
- 2 pieces of Seitz S-4 flipper windows
- dimension approx. W 50 x H 35 cm
- mosquito net
- dimming curtain
- safety catch
- colour: black outside, cream inside
- assembly included

@oziantravel

Item-No. 1050426 skylight FlushLine

consisting of:
- skylight FlushLine
- inside width of the window approx. 480x480mm
- equiped with friction - hinges, allows a stepless
opening of the skylight up to 180° and no
anchors are necessary
- a very plain skylight, only 24mm over the roof
- frame out of aluminium, silver anodised
- acryl glass, colour smoky grey, CE-certificated
glass strength: 8mm, frame flanging radius: 42mm
- incl. fly-screen and dimming curtain
- weight approx. 6,5 kg
- assembly included

Item-No. 1050013 fixed window door
consisting of:
- window pane made from 4 mm thick ESG
safety glass, ECE directive "43 R"
- clear dimensions approx. W 28 x H 48 cm
- used in rubber seal
- assembly included

Item-No. 1050014 fixed window in front

consisting of:
- window pane made from 4 mm thick ESG
safety glass, ECE directive "43 R"
- clear dimensions approx. W 48 x H 28 cm
- inserted into rubber seal
- assembly included

Südnorwegen

Expeditions in distant countries with the Fernweh-Mobill® and the whole family.
Your own home on four wheels is always with you.
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Bed in the alcove / insulation

Just like a normal bed, a slatted frame is used.
Thus the mattresses are very well aired.The roof
shape of the Fernweh-Mobil® offers enough
head- and legroom and allows you to get in to lie
both directions. Even with the bed pulled out, all
facilities, e.g. the toilet or the kitchen block, can
still be used. The upper slatted frame with the
mattress can be effortlessly stowed away in the
alcove. In this condition you can store all bedding in the alcove during the trip while saving
space.

Item-No. 1050016 bed in the alcove

consisting of:
- lying area approx. L 210 x W 160 cm
- 2 slatted frames each approx. L 105 x W 160 cm
- 2 aluminum support brackets
- assembly included
Before the insulation is attached, the cable ducts
for the electrics are installed in the cabin.
The airline anchor rails on the roof and the preinstalled cabling in the roof allow the easy
mounting of a solar system. Two LED surface
mounted spots under the ceiling guarantee
generous lighting.

Item-No. 1050015 insulation

consisting of:
- Polyethylene block foam
- covered with carpet (100% polypropylene)
- 4 airline anchor rails on the roof
- cabling in the roof for mounting of solar panles
with roof duct
- 3 roof handles
- 2 surface mounted LED spots with switch and
wiring in the roof
- cable ducts and mounting plates for lights, etc.
- t-rails for bed curtain
- assembly included

@oziantravel

West-Alpen

Towards the horizon. Your urge for discovery is limitless.
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GFRP furniture / seat pads, mattresses, bed curtain

The furniture is made of a high quality, weatherproof, glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) laminated by hand. Practically functionality is the
main focus.

The mattress is divided in two segments, so it
can be easily stow in the alcove. The seat pads
are designed so that the individual storage flaps
can be opened separately. The additional lying
area in the seating area can even be used, when
the roof is closed.

Item-No. 1050017 GFRP furniture

consisting of:
- 1 bench seat on the right with two storage
compartments
- 1 bench seat on the left with three storage
compartments
- 1 bench seat in the middle with a storage
compartment on top and a storage compartment
below (toilet)- 1 kitchen module with additional
shelf (cooker not included)
- 1 cupboard, 1 aluminum cooling box holder
- high-quality fittings for the storage flaps included
- 1 U-swivel table, either in the central aisle or
wall mounted
- flooring included
- assembly included

Item-No. 1050018 seat pads, mattresses,
bed curtain

consisting of:
- 2 mattresses, 100 mm thick
(lying area bed approx. L 210 x W 160 cm)
- 6 seat covers for U-shaped seating area and
central aisle, 50 mm thick
- fillings made of polyurethane foam, ÖKO-TEX®
100, LGA tested for harmful substances
- fabric made of microfibre (100% polyester) with
stain protection, water-repellent coating
- all covers with zippers
- 20 color options for covers, according to the
color chart
- bed curtain made of fleece fabric (100%
polyester) all around the sleeping area

Onega See, Russland

Feel nature and camp where it is most beautiful. The daily grind can be left behind.
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Standard technical equipment

The interior is well thought out. Solutions down
to every last detail were developed based on our
own experiences, as well as tried and tested on
our travels. Even with the roof closed, all components of the furnishing can be conveniently
used. The additional external gas port invites
you to barbecue underneath the open sky. All
supply lines and their assembly are included.

Item-No. 1050019 equipment for the kitchen, gas, water, electrics, toilet
consisting of:
- 1 Dometic compressor / freezer cooler
approx. 34 liters 12 V / 24 V / 100 - 240 V
- 1 Dometic cooker-sink combination,
2-burner stove, stainless steel sink, incl. pump
- 1 gas bottle 5 kg filled (room for a second gas
bottle)
- 1 removable water tank approx. 49 l with two
large cleaning openings
- 1 water filler neck from the outside
- 1 waste water tank approx. 10 l
- 1 FI safety switch and fuse for the sockets
- 1 AGM battery 95 Ah to power the cabin

-

1 double socket 230 V
1 socket 230 V
2 sockets 12 V
1 outside gas socket with quick-acting shut-off
valve and lock
- 1 CEE feeder plug from the outside
- 1 adapter cable with CEE coupling and
three-pin plug
- 1 adapter cable with CEE plug and Schuko
rubber plug
- 1 Porta Potti from THETFORD
- 1 fire extinguisher
- including supply cables and assembly

Marokko

Enjoy unlimited freedom and fascinating views.
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Power inverter / lithium battery / compost toilets / water tank level indicator
Item-No. 1050511 sine power inverter

consisting of:
- Victron Energy power inverter 12 V, 500 VA
- 400 W power
- peak power 900 W
- protection class IP21
- weight 3.9 kg
- assembly included

The equipment components on this page can
optionally be added for a surcharge to the
standard design.

Item-No. 1050030 lithium LiFePO4 battery

Item-No. 1050560 water tank level indicator

consisting of:
- LIONTRON LiFePO4 12.8 V, 100 Ah LX Arctic
BMS with bluetooth, suitable for charge and
discharge down to -30 ° C,
- dimensions: H 21 x W 35 x D 17.5 cm,
weight 15.7 kg, assembly included

consisting of:
- 1 Votronic fresh water tank level display
- 1 tank electrode 15-50 K Votronic
- cabling and assembly including

consisting of:
- dimensions: H 44.5 x W 34 x D 40 cm
- made of birch wood, seat height 43 cm
- weight 8 kg, loadable up to 200 kg
- 2 9.5 l canisters for urine and solids
- 1 Kildwick Spillguard Kit- accessories for initial
equipment included
- assembly of the separating toilet included
- custom-made GFRP furniture center part with
higher insert

consisting of:
- dimensions: H 28 x W 34.5 x D 40 cm
- seat height on trolley: 33 cm
- housing made of PE in the ordered color
- urine canister 3.5 l with lid (precision drilled)
- solids bucket 6 l with lid
- multi-layer wooden lid with holding magnets
- integrated toilet seat, made of one piece
with top part for easy, hygienic cleaning

Item-No. 1050050 MiniLoo compost toilet

Item-No. 1050060 Trelino compost toilet

Sauerland

A great adventure or just a nice weekend around the corner.
Let yourself be surprised by your ideas.
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lifting car

... the lowering or lifting car can be dismantled
to save space (parking space is free)
... only one strong person is necessary to lift
the cabin from the pickup
... the cabin can be easily moved on a flat
surface
... the cabin can be loaded and unloaded also
while standing on the lowering or lifting car
... the lowering or lifting car can be adjusted to
the width and height of the vehicle
... patented system

Lowering car / lifting car / anti-slip mat

Item-No. 1050303 lowering car galvanised Item-No. 1050301 lifting car galvanised

consisting of:
- galvanized metal construction
- dimensions approx. L 200 x H 105/150 cm
- inside width dimensions approx. W 200 to
230 cm
- disassembled approx. L 200 x W 50 x H 105cm
- 4 hydraulic and height adjustable stamp jacks
- 2 fixed castors
- 2 swivel castors with brakes
- adjustable in width
- cabin height on lowering car approx. 225 cm

consisting of:
- galvanised metal construction
- dimensions approx. L 200 x H 133/139 cm
- inside width dimensions approx. W 200 to 230 cm
- disassembled approx. L 200 x W 50 x H 133 cm
- 4 hydraulic and height adjustable stamp jacks
- 2 fixed castors
- 2 swivel castors with brakes
- adjustable in width and height
- height of the cabin on the lifting car corresponds
to the height on pickup, approx. 258 cm

lowering car

Pushing.

Lowering.

Item-No. 1050416 anti-slip mat 6 mm
Item-No. 1050419 anti-slip mat 10 mm

consisting of:
- dimensions approx. L 180 x W 125 cm
- thickness 6 mm or 10 mm
- colour: black
- surface: rubber granulate
- anti-slip mat is permeable to water
- high compressive strength and elasticity
- assembly included

The anti-slip mat prevents slipping of the cabin
and provides additional protection to the loading
area.

Pull out lowering or lifting car,
tie down the cabin. Done!

Lofoten, Norwegen

Pause in picturesque places. Enjoy your personal feel-good time.
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Photovoltaik system / automatic charging controller / battery charger /
diesel park heater
Item-No. 1050620 Webasto stand heater
Item-No. 1050510 automatic charging

Item-No. 1050610 photovoltaik system

consisting of:
- 1 monocrystalline solar module 100 watt,
dimensions approx. L 85 x W 67 x H 3.5 cm,
weight 7.5 kg
- 1 MPPT 100/20 SmartSolar solar controller,
Bluetooth etc.
- 1 graphic LC display, MPPT control
- 4 slot nuts including screws
- 2 mounting clamps for solar module
- including wiring in the cabin and assembly

controller

consisting of:
- branded automatic charge controller for battery
charging via the vehicle battery while driving
(additional connection of a solar module is
possible)
- incl. cable (connection to the vehicle by the
customer)
- including assembly material and assembly of the
charging regulator in the cabin

Item-No. 1050512 battery charger 5 A
consisting of:

- fully automatic 12 V charger with 8 charging levels
- charge current at 12V: 0.8 + 5 A
- wide charging range for all lead-acid battery types
from 1.2 Ah up to 110 Ah with additional maintenance
charging capacity up to 160 Ah
- splash-proof and dust-proof (IP65)
- spark-free, reverse polarity protected and shortcircuit proof
- temperature compensation
- activation of batteries with sulphate content
- reactivation of completly discharged batteries
- pulse charge maintenance for maximum service life
- incl. wall bracket, connection cable and fastening
material, assembly included

consisting of:
- Webasto STC 2 kW heater with ceramic technology
- incl. MultiControl with timer function and
altitude kit
- very economical, low noise level
- regulates continuously from 0.9 to 2.0 kW
- fuel: diesel
- fuel consumption: 0.12 - 0.24 l / h
- nominal power consumption: 9 - 22 watts
- weight including dosing pump: 2.6 kg
- suction pipe with filter for diesel canisters
- diesel canister 5 l
- aluminum canister holder for the loading area
- assembly included

High quality and intrinsic value are just two of the many advantages that the Fernweh-Mobil® are built from.
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The holder for a canister is easy to attach to a strong surface by four screws. Make sure
that the padlock is strong enough to hold back a falling canister and prevent it from falling
down further. The canister must be doubly secured against loss (only for use outside of
the EU and Switzerland).

Holder for sand ladders / sand ladders / holder for canister / rear ladder /
awnings

Item-No. 1050410 holder for sand ladders Item-No. 1050404 holder for canister
consisting of:
set for 2 sand ladders
consisting of:

- 2 stable holding hooks galvanised incl. fastening
- 2 tension locks with tension band made of spring
steel, galvanized lock bearing including fastening
- 2 support rails including cover caps and locking
screws
- 2 locking tabs (without lock)
- including assembly

- canister holder flat for 20 l canister made of
aluminum, black powder-coated
- dimensions approx. L 50 x W 36 x H 4 cm - suitable
for military metal and plastic canisters
- incl. tensioning belt
- incl. safety strap for padlock against loss and theft
(without lock)
- including assembly

Item-No. 1050440 Gordigear Gumtree awning
consisting of:

Holder for 2 sand ladders, the different hole spacing is adjusta- dimensions approx. W 250 cm x D 200 cm,
ble. The very sturdy retaining hooks and latches from spring steel
weight approx. 12 kg
are easy to mount and dismount from the support rails. The sup- all-encompassing aluminum frame durable travel
port rails can only be installed on stable surfaces. According to
cover with zipper protects your awning from rain and dirt
the StVO, the minimum height of the lower edge is 2 m if the hol- assembly including fastening with adapted brackets for
der protrudes the width of the vehicle.

Item-No. 1050312 sand ladder

consisting of:
- 2 pieces aluminum sand ladders, black powdercoated
- dimensions approx. L 1250 x W 445 x H 4 mm

the Fernweh-Mobil®

Item-No. 1050413 Heckleiter verzinkt/schwarz

consisting of:
- square tube galvanised, black powder-coated
- angled to 55 °
- including assembly and assembly material

Item-No. 1050445 Batwing Compact awning

consisting of:
- 270 ° coverage, 6.4 m2 covered area
- length approx. 2000 mm, radius of 1.9 m,
weight approx. 19 kg
- assembly on the right side
- material 210D P / OX W / R ripstop
- 2000 mm water column, UV protection factor 50+
- complete with transport cover, telescopic rods,
guy ropes and pegs
- assembly including fastening with customized
brackets for the Fernweh-Mobil®

Südnorwegen

The exciting impressions of the day are followed by a leisurely evening,
which awakens the anticipation of the following day.
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Stowage bags / cutlery bag / mosquito net / winter package

Item-No. 1050204 cutlery bag

consisting of:
- Bestecktasche mit 16 Fächern
- reißfester und wasserabweisender
Zeltstoff (100 % Polyester)
- Maße ca. L 44 x B 29 cm
- 4 Befestigungs-Ösen
- Farbton sisal oder mausgrau

Item-No. 1050202 stowage bag
with 3 compartments
consisting of:
- stowage bag divided into 3 storage
compartments with zippers
- tear-resistant and water-repellent fabric (100%
polyester)
- dimensions approx. L 55 x W 60 x D 20 cm
- upper edge with pull-in piping
- shade of sisal or grey

Item-No. 1050203 stowage bag
with 1 compartment
consisting of:
- stowage bag with zipper on top
- tear-resistant and water-repellent fabric (100%
polyester)
- dimensions approx. L 45 x W 30 x D 20 cm
- upper edge with pull-in piping
- shade of sisal or grey

-

- Fleece curtains (100% polyester) on the inside
for additional insulation of the tarpaulin
- 1 curtain for the rear, 2 curtains for the both
long sides up to the bed
- including fastening

Item-No. 1050207 mosquito net
for rear door
consisting of:

split mosquito net
dimensions approx. 160 x 60 cm each
fastening with snaps and eyelets for screwing on
including fastening

Item-No. 1050209 winter package fleece
curtain
consisting of:

Sauerland

An all-rounder when it comes to usability and practicality.
The possibilities are as limitless as the Fernweh-Mobil® itself.
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Ford Ranger
VW Amarok
Mitsubishi L200
ISUZU D-Max

bike rack / tailgate / cabin holding device / special trailer

Item-No. 1050424 rear bike rack

consisting of:
- fixing bracket for cabin, galvanised black
- basic holder for bicycle rack, galvanized black
- stop bracket on the cabin- 2 gas springs, 400 N
- 1 Fiamma Carry-Bike UL carrier for 2 bicycles,
load capacity up to max. 55 kg
- 1 warning sign 50 x 50 cm, plastic with 4 retroreflecting devices
- weight approx. 18 kg
- assembly included

Item-No. 1050430 special trailer
- on request

Item-No. 1050423 tailgate for double cab
consisting of:
- galvanized tailgate frame, suitable for your
pickup
- aluminum checker plate overlay Duett natur,
2.5 x 4 mm
- weight approx. 11 kg
- pre-assembled

Item-No. 1050417 substructure for
VW Amarok and Ford Ranger

consisting of:
- substructure made of wood and hard foam panels
- 2 anti-slip mats each approx. L 180 x W 125 cm
- pre-assembled

Item-No. 1050428 holding device
front and rear for cabin

consisting of:
- 1 stop bracket, galvanised for the front of the loading
area including 2x M10 ring nuts
- 2 cabin brackets 6 mm, galvanised for the rear
(Hole pattern must be adapted from the respective
vehicle.)
Toyota Hilux

Nissan Navara
Mercedes
X‑Klasse

Kola Halbinsel, Russland

Out and about on unpaved roads.
Das Fernweh-Mobil® allows for travel off the beaten track.
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Water filter / external socket / outdoor shower / shower tent
Item-No. 1050701 water filter system

consisting of:
- Katadyn Superdyn filter element (ceramic and activated carbon), flow rate up to 8.5 liters per minute,
lifespan (liters) ~ 6,000 l or 6 months
- cleaning sponge for filter element
- built-in filter housing with seal
- mounting bracket for built-in filter housing with
Gardena couplings
- tube 2 m, 10-13 mm
Item-No. 6003001 water bag shower 20 L - diaphragm pump self-sucking 12/24 V, 2.8 bar,
consisting of:
connections 12-13 mm quick fastener
- Swiss drinking water bag 20 l, approx. 60x45cm - assembly included

- on the opening is a throttle valve, which opens
only at the push of a button, 2 handles
- special adapter for connecting the water bag
to shower hose 1/2 "
- shower hose approx. 1.5 m
- hand shower with spray shower head

Item-No. 1050530 outdoor shower set 12V

consisting of:
- infinitely adjustable shower head with hanger and holder
- power cable with DC 12 V connection and on/off switch,
length 5 m
- plastic water hose, length 2 m
- submersible pump with filter sponge, output 10 l / min,
40 watts

Item-No. 1050513 external socket 12V

consisting of:
- external 12 V socket with snap-on cover
- switch in the cabin
- IP 67 water-protected
- 10 A load capacity
- incl. cabling and assembly

Item-No. 1050545 outdoor shower tent

consisting of:
- fold-out shower tent / changing room
- outer cover made of robust tarpaulin in black
- bag for shampoo etc.
- bracket for hanging the shower
- LED light (operation via USB connection)
- dimensions folded approx. 1200 x 120 x 120 mm
- dimensions unfolded (floor space) approx.
W 1030 x D 1030 x H 1700 mm
- variable suspension of up to 400 mm
- shower curtain on the side with door and zipper
- including airline rails and attachment to the cabin
- including assembly

Lofoten, Norwegen

The Fernweh-Mobil® offers comfort and includes “at home feeling”.
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Accessories / maintenance

Item-No. 1050506 LED reading lamp

Item-No. 3910971 foldable chair black

consisting of:
consisting of:
- flexible LED reading light for on the go
- folding chair including transport bag
- can be switched on and off, luminous flux 20 lm - small pack size
- assembly included
- loadable up to 100 kg
- cover 100% polyester

Item-No. 6030100 awiwa® toilet additive, 1 Liter Item-No. 3914984 Multi-Grill with gas hose

Item-No. 6782660 small parts net
consisting of:

- net for small parts/ FE- frame net with a flexible
net-element, colour black
- dimensions approx. W 320 x H 220 mm
- dimensions of the rhombus approx. 25 x 25 mm

Item-No. 1050405 drinking water canister 22 L
consisting of:
- 22 l drinking water canister
- food-safe, natural color
- with integrated drain tap
- spout diameter: 48 mm
- dimensions approx. H 495 x W 350 x D 165 mm

free from chemistry, microbiological consisting of:
- outdoor gas grill with accessories and carrying bag
Item-No. 3061374 rain streak remover, 500 ml
- height approx. 45 cm, folded approx. 22.5 cm
Item-No. 1050403 plastic canister 20 L
Item-No. 3061320 Tankrein Certisil CTR250P, 250 g
- 30 mbar, 0 - 1.6 kW
consisting of:
Item-No. 6062253 Marine wax, 300 g can
- fat drainage tray, grill grate, grill plate, baking hood/wok - petrol can fuel canister 20 l
- olive green UN approval
- weight approx. 4 kg
dimensions approx. H 485 x W 350 x D 165 mm
- incl. 150 cm gas hose for quick coupling
6030100

3061374

3061320

6062253

Südnorwegen

Maximum reliability guarantees fascinating experiences and creates unforgettable memories.
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roof opened

roof closed

MITSUBISHI L 200

FORD RANGER

VW AMAROK

FORD F-150

MERCEDES X 350D

NISSAN NAVARA

TOYOTA HZJ 79

ISUZU D-MAX

Cramer Technik Benno Cramer
Settmecker Weg 36 - 57413 Finnentrop
Tel. 02395 - 212531 / 0151 - 12458979
info@das-fernweh-mobil.de
www.das-fernweh-mobil.de
facebook Cramer Technik
Instagram das_fernweh_mobil
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